Invitation
IST Austria | Campus Opening

Program | Monday | June 1, 2009

OPENING IN THE LECTURE HALL

13:00 Music from Music School Klosterneuburg
13:05 Welcome | Thomas A. Henzinger | President-Elect, IST Austria
13:10 Welcome | LR Mag. Johanna Mikl-Leitner and Mayor Dr. Gottfried Schuh
13:15 Introduction: Program for Children
13:20 Awards for Winners of School Competition
13:40 Music from Music School Klosterneuburg
13:45 Closing Remarks and Announcement of further Program

EVENTS IN THE LECTURE HALL

14:00 Lecture Anton Zeilinger | “Von den Sternen bis zu den kleinsten Teilchen: Wir erforschen die Welt”
   Introduction: Kinderuni Wien
15:45 Film: “In Search of Memory” – The Life of Nobel Laureate Eric Kandel
   Introduction: Oliver Lehmann
17:20 Interview with Eric Kandel | Interviewer: Oliver Lehmann
18:00 Science Cabaret “Werner Grubers Kulinarische Physik” | Introduction: Oliver Lehmann

EVENTS ON CAMPUS

13:00 Exhibition of Projects from School Competition
13:30 Science Camp for Kids
   In cooperation with Kinderuni Wien, Science Center Network, Vienna Open Lab
14:00 Campus Tours
   Every hour or half-hour, starting with a general introduction in the ballroom
14:00 Media Workshops | ORF Campus Reporter